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The following is the Short List containing the Register Numbers of candidates who are found provisionally eligible to
be called for interview, subject to the verification of the Original documents, for selection to the post of HSST -
JOURNALISM - STATEWIDE (Category No. 488/2019 ) in Kerala Higher Secondary Education Department  on 
RS 39500-83000 / on the basis of the OMR Exam held on 29-09-2021.

The Register Numbers are arranged in their numerical sequence and the arrangement does not in any way, indicate
their respective rank on the basis of the said test. The candidates whose numbers included in Short List are directed
to be present for verification of original documents as per schedule published in notification.
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LIST - 1

100011 100014 100015 100016 100017 100019

100020 100022 100024 100025 100026 100027

100029 100030 100031 100032 100033 100034

100035 100036 100040 100042 100043 100044

100045 100047 100048 100049 100051 100052

100053 100054 100055 100056 100058 100059

100060 100061 100062 100063 100064 100065

100066 100067

LIST - 2

100013 100021 100028 100038 100041
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ote :- (1) Inclusion of Register Numbers in this list is purely provisional subject to scrutiny and admission of application
on absolute basis. Inclusion of Register numbers in the Short List does not confer any right on the candidate for
inclusion in the Ranked List.

Note :- (2) The list has been prepared by including all eligible and qualified candidates who have attended  in the
OMR Test.

Note :- (3) Candidates included in the Short List should present and produce in person the original documents for One
Time Verification. Date,time and Venue of OTR Verification will be published shortly.

Note :- (4) According to the existing procedure, revaluation of answer scripts is not allowed but answer scripts can be
rechecked after the publication of Ranked List. Detailed instructions will be published in the Ranked List to be
published for the post.

Note :- (5) Candidates who belongs to SC/ST included in the short list are required to produce community certificate
and those who belongs to other reservation groups required to produce Non creamy layer certificate issued by the
Revenue authority at the time of OTR Verification.

Note :- (6) Copy of answer scripts of the OMR Test held on 29-09-2021 will be issued to those candidates who, apply
for the same remitting the prescribed fee after approval of the Ranked List. No answer scripts are invalidated for the
selection of this post.


